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On this date, I talked with WILLIAM A. MRANIGAN 

concerning MARGUERITE OBWALD's request to have a 
written 

request for copies to be made of exhibits in her 
possession. 

Mr. BRAItIGAX advised such a letter should be 

written today. 

I also talked with Inspector J. R. MALLET, who ad
vised 

the 	ra h ullo/ion for JACK RUBY is on aga
in. TOMAMILL 

cal d 	KIN today airtiild his he had been in touch with 
ER and YOWLER wanted to get it out of the way tomo

rrow. 

KIN had SPECTOR call WAXY, who made arrangements
 for his 

to get in touch with MEENDON. The Commission is apparently 
Working it out with the attorneys. TOMABILL calle

d RASKIN 

and said FOWLER is agreeable to this, and FOWLER 
is apparently 

being talked to by SPECTOR and itocOmes down to wh
ere RANKIN 

said in view of this rosiest, he wants us to be in
 a position 

to say we had people there to try to give the pol
ygraph, 

whether it comes off or not. At least we tried. 

The only request SPECTOR had of us in addition to
 

having the polygraph man in Dallas, was for the D
allas Office 

to call Sheriff DECKER and tell then they want to
 go through 

with the polygraph at whatever time they set up.
 When URIDOR 

talked to SPECTOR, he was supposed to find out wh
at time the 

interview is being scheduled for. They are dealin
g with 

everyone in this thing, except the Sheriff, which
 we are to 

arrange. SZENDOW might like to talk to MALL befor
e staAlag 

the interview. 
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